
 

             

INSTITUTION’S INNOVATION COUNCIL (IIC) 

SHYAM LAL COLLEGE, DELHI 

Innovation and entrepreneurship outreach 

Social Media URL 
Linkedin https://www.linkedin.com/company/institution-s-

innovation-council-slc/ 
Twitter(X) https://twitter.com/ICSlc 
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/innovationcellslc/ 
Instagram https://www.instagram.com/iic.slc/ 
  
Date 25th January 2024 
Activity Name Innovation and entrepreneurship outreach 
No. Of Participants 30 
No of Faculty Participants 6 
Mode Of Delivery Offline 
Remark The IIC's outreach ignited a powerful spark: critical 

thinking skills blooming in young minds, culminating in a 
harvest of innovative ideas. This program helped in 
making students understand about the impact that they 
can bring to the society with the help of their innovation. 

Objective Making the vision of Viksit Bharat: a developed nation 
thriving on innovation, social progress and sustainability 
a reality by creating awareness among students and 
encouraging them to come up with innovative ideas for 
the betterment of the society. 

Benefit  It wasn’t just an awareness session this session provided 
some great valuable information to the students about 
how they can embrace their unique innovative ideas in 
the competitive environment and sensitize students 
towards their duties and responsibilities within the 
society. 

Program Coordinator (S) Shyam, Areesha, Avanish, Yashvir and Liza 



 

 



Overall Report of Activity  

Date: 25th January 2024 

Time: 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Venue: Government Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalaya (Shahdara, Delhi) 

Sparking Young Minds: Innovation and Entrepreneurship Outreach 
Towards Viksit Bharat @ 2024 

Imagine a world brimming with fresh ideas, where challenges are tackled 
with ingenuity and solutions bloom from creative minds. This was the 
vision behind the outreach event aimed at igniting a passion for 
innovation and entrepreneurship in young students. 

 



 Planting the Seeds of Inspiration: The event's focus was to sensitize students 
to the vital role of innovation in shaping the future. To spark their curiosity, 
the team curated interactive activities that went beyond traditional 
classroom learning. 

 Unleashing Creativity through Visual Storytelling: One such activity was a 
vibrant poster-making competition. Students were invited to depict their 
understanding of innovation, its impact on various aspects of life, and its 
potential to solve tomorrow's problems. 

     

 The Power of Persuasive Words: Another engaging activity involved students 
taking centre stage to deliver speeches advocating for the importance of 
innovation. This platform empowered them to articulate their ideas, hone 
their public speaking skills, and inspire their peers to embrace the innovative 
spirit. 

     



These activities were more than just fun and games; they were catalysts for 
creative thinking. By encouraging students to visualize and express their 
understanding of innovation, the event helped them: 

 Think outside the box: Move beyond conventional solutions and explore 
unconventional approaches to challenges. 

 Embrace experimentation: Understand that innovation often involves trial 
and error, and that failing to achieve immediate results is a stepping stone to 
eventual success. 

 Collaborate and share ideas: Recognize the power of teamwork and diverse 
perspectives in coming up with groundbreaking solutions. 

In conclusion the event's success wasn't measured in mere participation, but in 
the spark of excitement and determination it ignited in the young minds. The 
students left the event not just with newfound knowledge about innovation, 
but also with the confidence to embrace their own creative potential and 
become the innovators of tomorrow. 

   

 

 

 

 



 

      

      



WINNERS OF THE EVENT 
 

 

SPEECH COMPETITION 

SUNAINA (Class-VII)-First 

NANDINI(Class-XI)-Second 

MAHI SAXENA (Class-XI)-Second 

MANIKA (Class-XI)-Third 

CHARU(Class-XI)-Third 

 

 

POSTER COMPETITION 

Radhika Mishra (Class-VII)-First 

Aina Urzoo(Class-VII)-Second 

Sifa (Class-XI)-Second 

Alfiza (Class-VIII)-Third 

Aaysha (Class-XI)-Third 

  



   

ATTENDANCE 

    



 

 

       



 

 


